Abstract This paper describes the escape/intervention concept as it is used in the agent growing environment framework. The Escape and Intervention is used in many multi-disciplinary areas, including agent research, artificial intelligence, groupware and workflow, process support, software engineering, and social sciences. Based on an ontological perspective, this paper explains how an interaction-oriented agent architecture and language (used for modelling, simulation, and development) makes use of an interaction pattern that is inspired from social contexts seen as multi-agent systems.
Introduction
Human involvement in the execution of a computer-based system gained importance since the systems became interactive and systems themselves started to be designed to interact with each other. Systemic thinking, especially the one dedicated to loosely coupled, distributed systems has investigated ways to allow humans to remain in control, given the increasing levels of automation and nonhuman decision making (Chapanis 1996) . This paper discusses a novel way to reason about, model, simulate, and implement agent-based systems, a way based on the escape/intervention concept. The concept has been introduced previously (Roest and Szirbik 2006) , but from the perspective of agent-oriented software engineering only. A series of published papers present various aspects of this approach, like the focus on interaction (Stuit and Szirbik 2006) , the concept of local behaviour (or interaction belief, , and behaviour alignment (Meyer and Szirbik 2007a) . Since the escape/ intervention is inspired from social sciences and organisational theory, it is necessary to explain the concept from a perspective that is anchored in a social context (Sierhuis et al. 2003) . Some researchers, like Ekdahl (2000) , emphasize that this social context is crucial for any development related to agent methodologies. Agents are a metaphor inspired from social reality, and their defining characteristics like autonomy, empowerment, high-level language and communication skills, negotiating ability, argumentation of beliefs, trust evaluation, and the ability to reason about organizational knowledge, are intrinsically social.
The presentation is based on an ontology that answers question like the following: ''What is an agent with respect to escape/intervention?'', ''What are the main concepts that are used in conjunction with the agent concept?'', ''How the agents manage to work together?'' The ontological commitments are important to any agent research, and it is very useful to define a semi-formal ontology on which the research framework is built (one may say: the ontology is the framework). The basic concepts of this framework (which is implemented as the AGE toolset-''Agent Growing Environment'', AGE), like agent, interaction, role, behaviour, alignment, growth-iterative development, are introduced via ontological definitions. The central concept of escape/intervention is logically related to these basic concepts.
The research presented here involves modelling, simulation and the development of agents that support interactional processes, that is, the process itself can be decomposed in a set of interactions between agents. These interactions can be regulated exchanges of information but also can be more informal interactions like dialogues and meetings. The community of Social Intelligence Design emphasises the importance of the interaction concept. In the work of Fruchter it is argued (Fruchter 2001 ) that any new collaboration technology will require the rethinking of ''interactions among people in terms of the individual's behaviour, interaction dynamics…, protocols, collaboration processes…, interactivity with the content of interest''. Other works investigate various aspects related to the interaction concept like virtual representations of physical reality (gestures, body language) in (Nijholt et al. 2006) , and also categorize the interactional processes in terms of the nature of the interaction space (Rosenberg et al. 2005 ).
This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the multidimensional spectrum where this research can be positioned and introduces the specific approach in Sect. 3 by taking into account similarities and differences with other approaches. Section 4 discusses the ontological commitments, defining an agent, an interaction, a belief, and behaviour. Section 5 explains in detail the escape/ intervention concept and presents how it can be used to incrementally enrich the behaviour of the participating agents. The discussion in Sects. 6 and 7 concludes the paper and outlines some immediate issues for future research.
2 Support paradigms for organisational processes that are based on social interaction
The support (via software components) for the class of processes that exhibit high levels of social interaction can be categorized on a multidimensional spectrum defined by the degree of global process explicitness, visibility of the process description, flexibility, and whether the approach has a centralistic view. The following subsections compare three main R&D approaches. The class of processes under investigation is called interactional processes in the following text.
Business process execution and management support
On one extreme border of the multidimensional spectrum, both the interactional process structure and dynamics are specified in a central point, and all participants are playing their roles according to these descriptions. This is the typical way workflow enactment services are designed. For these services, there is a strong emphasis on designing the formal roles involved, the role-related protocols and some of the exception procedures. The process structure is developed during the early phases of the development, the behaviour of the participants is strongly regulated, and preferably all the known exceptions have to be captured before the system is released for use. The main advantage here is the clarity and visibility of the overall organizational behaviour. In certain types of organizations (e.g. insurance companies, financial services), it brings discipline and good quality of service. The disadvantages stem from the rigidity of the enacted system and from the inherent difficulty to model activities that are based on social interaction like peer-to-peer dialogues, negotiations, and multiple participant meetings. (Ellis 2000) . Since these tools focus more on information sharing they are not 'process aware' meaning they cannot control and execute a process in an semi-automated way unless certain extra (workflow-like) components are added. Overall, existing solutions do not support unstructured processes in which different (physically or logically) distributed participants collaborate via social interactions (van der Aalst 2007). The process is executed exclusively by the actions of the participants, who react and know what to do when faced with certain information. Albeit CSCW tools enable meetings, negotiations, and informal dialogues, the structure of each process instance (assuming that there is always a certain process unravelling) is determined mostly by the decisions and actions of the participants. The reason why it is difficult to transform a CSCW tool into a Business Process Enactment tool is that every process instance is very different from the previous ones (Ellis et al. 1991) . With experience, some generic activities can be identified and routing constraints (like doing certain actions in parallel or doing them in a given sequence) can be formalised within the scope of the CSCW toolset. The CSCW approach can be placed in the spectrum on a position where the process model is not visible (or explicitly built), and there is no central component that orchestrates the actions of the participants, but flexibility is very high.
Completely decentralised agent oriented support
Situated in another side of the spectrum is the support for complex interactional processes via an agent approach. Each agent performs its own activities within the process, but it is also able to interact with other agents. The agent paradigm states that there are no central points of control or global representations of the process structure available to the agents (Jennings et al. 1998) . The agent's beliefs should be locally tuned in order to obtain a global behaviour that is actually the desired process behaviour. Although simulations point out that this is sometimes possible (Wooldridge 2002) , it is extremely difficult when the process is complex and heavily interaction-oriented and when the agents do not have extensive beliefs about the intricacies of the organizational structure. This is happening in reality when the human agents in an organisation do not have enough experience in the organisation (they are ''new''). The main advantage of the agent approach is that it is easier to model dialogue and unstructured information exchange, compared to the business process approach.
However, advocates of the agent paradigm insist that the overall behaviour of the agent community should emerge in the desired process execution, and this is happening only if the agents themselves know exactly what to do in any circumstance, they are learning, and they are able to predict what the other agents will do when interacting.
The AGE approach
Considering that the business process enactment and agent approaches are situated at two extreme sides of the multidimensional spectrum, this approach can be positioned in the middle. This brings together conceptual frameworks from both agent and workflow methods. In a sense, one can say that groupware software tends to do the same, but a lack of explicit agent representation devoids this approach from the clarity it could have.
The AGE enables the modelling and simulation of complex processes consisting of social interaction-based activities. AGE is also a development tool for multi-agent systems (MAS) that are deployed to support the modelled and simulated processes. Based on a concept taken from the workflow-oriented approach, AGE allows a set of interacting agents where each has a partial view of the whole process. The main difference with the workflow approach is that these descriptions are merely considered as agents' beliefs that are allowed to mismatch and contradict.
The agent-oriented approach gives meaning to the concept of locality (as opposed to centralisation), and expands concepts that are ontologically defined, as belief, autonomy (Ekdahl 2000) , (legal) ownership, and responsibility. Other features that come with the use of agents are dependability and robustness of the overall system. A feature (which is more common for Artificial Neural Network-based systems) that ensures that an increasing level of 'noise' will slowly degrade the performance of the system is called graceful degradation. It means that if more exceptions and unforeseen contexts occur, the number of necessary external interventions by users will not increase steeply at one or more points. Graceful degradation means the system will not collapse and halt due to a single-pointfailure, but will just gradually decrease performance.
Roles and interaction beliefs
Taking an internal viewpoint, the main difference between the AGE-based conceptual architecture and the existing ones is the structured, procedural kind of belief of the agents that is called behaviour. In structural terms, these are actually workflows, capturing the way an agent believes he has to interact with other agents, all from a local perspective. The agent ''carrying'' such an interaction belief knows what he is supposed to do in an interaction and has expectations of what the other agents are doing. In other words, the agent has an acquaintance model about the behaviour of the agents it is interacting with. The interpretation that is built with these interaction beliefs is the foundation for plans, which are generally and necessarily vague to accommodate inconsistencies (Suchman 1987) that will surely occur in dynamic environments with distributed knowledge.
From an external viewpoint, roles are used (widely used in other methodologies, and put in this agent perspective by ), to augment the interaction descriptions and to act as placeholders for the agents that may participate. Both role and interaction are used as building blocks for the model that a particular agent has about its environment.
Roles are also used for internal representations, namely in the behavioural descriptions. In Fig. 1 , it is shown how a ''sales manager'' agent believes that he will interact with a shop floor scheduler and a tactical planner (within the same organisation). In the AGE-related modelling language (named TALL), such a construct is called an ''interaction belief'' and shows the behaviours of the three roles involved in the interaction. The activities of each role are described in a separate swimlane, the first one being the ''me'' swimlane, indicating that this particular belief is owned by the sales manager agent. He intends to execute the actions on his swimlane as regulated by the Petri Net description (van der Aalst 2004), and expects that the other two participants, playing the other roles, will perform their associated actions. However, it is possible and permitted in AGE that different agents can have interaction beliefs that are not aligned to each other. Alignment can be enforced by the users of the system, can be figured out by the developer, or can in some simple cases even be automatically achieved by software agents (Meyer and Szirbik 2007b) . Vagueness is achieved by leaving out details of the behaviours of the other swimlanes-meaning that ''me'' is not completely aware of how others should do their part in the interaction.
The modelling language used in AGE
The TALL language is able to capture the structure and the basic building blocks of an organization that runs via social interaction-based processes by having special symbols for agents, roles, interactions and behaviours. TALL is a graphical modelling language (as seen in Figs. 1 and 2) and borrows from workflow specific languages, especially Petri Nets. The language has multiple purposes in the context of this research. First, it is used for organizational modelling, helping the stakeholders to understand their organization and eventually change the models, and based on this the organizational processes and structure.
Second, the language is also used to build the simulation models, having precise denotational and operational semantics. What makes this language different from almost any other agent-oriented description language is its focus on agent-to-agent interaction. Prior to this approach, interactions as explicit modelling symbols (represented as elongated hexagons in Fig. 2 ) appeared only in the MES-SAGE approach (another modelling language framework (Caire et al. 2001 ) and less explicitly in AORml (Wagner 2003) where chains of interactions can describe a process or a workflow in a diagram. The problem with these previous approaches is that the view is external to the agents and therefore centralistic. The agents have to obey in any case these external descriptions about how they should interact. TALL allows for composition and decomposition The simulations in AGE are not closed experiments. These can be regarded as interactive games. Players can interact with the simulated agents and change their behaviour if necessary-that is, they can redraw interaction belief diagrams. The interaction composition models help the system to trigger top-down or bottom up other interactions, allowing more agents to take part in the simulation run.
In Fig. 2 , a generic sales interaction is modelled as a tree of sub-interactions. This is also a partial belief of an agent about how a process can be reduced to a topological set of related interactions. In Fig. 3 , an instance of an interaction is figured. This model can show a post-mortem of what happened, but also can be a snapshot of the run-time situation at a given moment. The difference with the diagram in Fig. 2 is that the agents that carry out the interaction are already allocated to their respective roles.
Ontological commitments and definitions
The AGE ontology is centred around two primary concepts: something that is performed, (the social interaction) something that is, (the agents) and two secondary terms that help associate them in a process (role and behaviour). They are related to each other in the following sentence: Agents play roles and perform behaviours to participate in interactions. In the following subsections, the TALL agent and role concepts are thoroughly detailed.
Agent and role
The link between business process (or workflow) enactment and agent systems comes down to the introduction of dynamic role assignment. The occupancy of a role in a running interaction by an agent, gives a sort of dynamic identity to that agent identifiable by the agent in the name defined by itself in the behaviour it is exhibiting during the interaction. Figure 1 shows how the name of the self-role appears as a label of the swimlane marked ''me''.
There are three agent meta-types in AGE (0) that provide information about the agent's characteristics:
Human agent
At the conceptual level, these are representing the real humans. In the simulation, these appear as simulated humans (and at the simulation level can be regarded as mere software components), but they are also interfaces between external human players and the rest of the simulation. They act as representatives of the external humans and relay messages from and to other agents. We consider human agents to be atomic entities with a physical presence.
Institutional/organizational/synthetic agent
At the conceptual and modelling levels, these are abstractions that provide an interface within groups of agents. Synthetic agents typically do not have a responsible human attached, but a blackboard mechanism, which is monitored by an (human) agent or external human. Synthetic agents are composed from other agents and are highly artificial and abstract in this sense they represent an organization or a social system. However, during simulation, these agents are represented as software components and can play roles and perform behaviours. The sum of all behaviours of the agents in the represented organization is not necessarily equal to the total set of behaviours available to the real institutional/organizational agent. It is possible to represent and enact in simulation a synthetic agent that exhibits the behaviour of an organisation but which has no ''internal agents'' yet. These agents (atomic or synthetic) can be added later.
Software agent
These are autonomous programs that have been delegated with some of the decision-making powers of a human agent. This can be done by formally identifying some of the behaviour of the human and these representations have been ''coded'' in the software agent. It is important to note that the responsibility for any action of a software agent can always be traced back to a human or organization that owns the software agent (both in simulations and after deployment). Software agents are atomic, and are always owned by a human or an organization. An interaction during AGE simulation sessions is initiated by one of the agents when it performs a behaviour (which is running due to another, previously started interaction). The system starts the interaction and assigns the agent to the appropriate role in the interaction. The agent may or may not know the role name as known by the overall system (even the agent has an internal label for it-and this one can be different). If the role name does not exist yet in the system (the interaction is incompletely defined), the system is entering that state we call Escape-Mode and a new role is added to this interaction by the experimenterafter an eventual consultation with the players. Alternatively, a new role can be created automatically, and the players will attach those swimlanes of their behaviours that are appropriate to this role, aligning also the names they use for the role to a unique label, selected by the most ''powerful'' agent present in the interaction who can be the experimenter. Normally, in other approaches, the rolenames are considered global knowledge because they are linked to an organizational structure (or in other words: agents share the same ontology and problem space). When the agent is starting to play a role in the interaction, the rest of the roles have to be assigned to other agents in the system. This can be done automatically, or manually. These agents will use their existing behaviours. It is desirable that all the behaviours match. If it is not the case, the system will resort to Escape-Mode again, and the alignment can be achieved manually by the players with the help of the experimenter, or automatically, if alignment mechanism have been implemented. For some cases of simple behaviours and light cases of mismatch, automatic procedures for alignment have been already implemented (Meyer and Szirbik 2007a, b) .
During gaming/simulation sessions, some interactions and portions of the process can be carried outside the system. The role of the experimenter in this case is to log this external activity and try to formalize it in more behaviours and interaction descriptions. These newly defined parts of the process can be added to the next simulation sessions.
In AGE, interactions are facilitated by a service of the system acting as a medium on the behalf of the experimenter. It is important to note that everything starts with an interaction. All processes are interaction-driven. Interaction diagrams like in Fig. 3 are also the graphical way in AGE to describe and visualize the evolution and state of the simulated process.
Behaviour
The third core element in the proposed ontology is the interaction behaviour. It can be seen as a localized belief of an agent, or (part of) an interaction belief-like a swimlane in Fig. 1 . The behaviour implies action and it is represented as a structured set of activities and states represented as a Petri Net. An agent can have an exact view only about its own activities, and these are structured along a swimlane that is tagged ''me''. When performing this behaviour the agent is uncertain about the way the other agents are performing the roles involved in the interaction. In the proposed framework, it is preferable when agents' behaviours contain acquaintance models of behaviours for other roles (they are interacting with).
Two extremes for interaction execution descriptions can be identified during modelling and simulation. On one end, there are the protocols or organizational behaviours, which are role-bound and part of a domain's global beliefs. Nevertheless, they remain beliefs if the domain is considered part of a larger encompassing domain. On the other end are the behaviours that are still unspecified, and have to be discovered. This discovery is usually done with the help of an expert in the performance of the tasks related to this behaviour. During AGE gaming/simulation sessions, the external players, with the help of the experimenter, guide their associated simulated agent through the interaction that is unfolding. In MAS use, this happens when the user has to improvise an ad-hoc behaviour in order to finish the interaction where he plays a role, which happens when the agent does not know what to do and resorts to its superior, i.e. escaping. In this way, the superior is instructing the agent how to perform the tasks this agent has not been able to execute.
Initially, in the simulation model, there are no software agents, only simulated humans (which in fact, are software components). After using improvised and/or well-known organizational behaviours, these behaviours can be reused by the agents in future interactions even if they have been only partially described. If repeated improvised behaviours (which have to be logged) will emerge as patterns, these are candidates for behaviours that are represented in the simulated human and synthetic agents. These ones will be continuously improved in order to be fully usable by (simulated) software agents that have been ''split'' from their simulated human agents. When stakeholders agree, these behaviours can be imposed as protocols and linked to roles/interaction (and not to particular agents). With that, the agents are incrementally ''grown'' by adding new behaviours to them, and some interactions are also ''protocolised''. It is important to note that in the case of protocol ruled interactions, the agents can still overrule the execution protocol in exceptional contexts and execute the interaction in their own way.
The escape-mode and intervention detailed
This concept has three components. The first describes the state the agent enters when searching for help. This is called the Escape-Mode. The second describes the entity that helps and intervenes, which we call the Deus ex Machina, and the third describes how the action taken by the Deus ex Machina, in the form of Intervention, is implemented. An agent reaching for something outside of its system is escaping (see Sect. 5.1). Something that changes what is inside a system without being part of it is intervening via the intervention mechanism (see Sect. 5.2). The definition of the Deus ex Machina is given in Sect. 5.2 with the emphasis on its role during simulation and the most important features of the AGE framework are presented in Sects. 5.3 and 5.4.
The escape-mode
As stated before, an agent in AGE can go into EscapeMode if it recognizes a situation that demands intervention: when it is not possible to infer automatically which role the agent has to play in an interaction, or when alignment of behaviours has to be done manually. Escape-Mode is defined as the state an agent enters when it fails to grasp the current situation it finds itself in, and needs intervention from something outside its domain. The Escape-Mode is also used when an agent in a game, as a representative of a participant in a process, is confronted with a situation that it is not empowered to take a decision and act in such context, or when the agent is programmed a-priori to go in Escape-Mode on exceptional situations. The most obvious situation is where the agent has a default behaviour to respond to an unknown situation. A concept very close to Escape-Mode is the workflow-management (WfM) and case management (CM) concept of escalation (Anonymous 1999) , also encountered in some groupware applications. Escalation is triggered when a deadline or time limit is exceeded for a work item, and immediate action is required. In CM, when escalation occurs, it functions as a notification mechanism contacting a number of people assigned to the respective business process case. In WfM, escalation corresponds to the event where the workflow instance/case (or part of) does not end in time. An external process is then started and takes the necessary steps to solve the situation. Often it can be resumed by a mere allocation of additional resources.
Escape-Mode is the part of the mechanism that identifies the patterns of the problems in a situation (but does not solve them). Entering Escape-Mode means that the agent lets someone higher in his internal organization take over. The agent's behaviour becomes guided or fully conducted by a superior (expert) game player, experimenter, or the user after MAS deployment. To describe the nature of the superior with respect to Escape-Mode we use a term from the antique Greek theatre.
Deus ex machina and intervention
The notion of superiority is phrased by the question: ''Who is in charge?'' Antique theatre gives us a concept, something that can solve all of the present problems and fixes the story, and in the case of AGE the flow of the process. According to its definition in the Encyclopaedia Britannica the Latin phrase deus ex machina has been extended to refer to any resolution to a story which does not pay due regard to the story's internal logic. The resolution is so unlikely it challenges suspension of disbelief, and presumably allows the experimenter to end it in the way he or she wanted. In AGE, the Deus ex Machina is played by the experimenter or players who take care of the situations that have not been modelled. They can dynamically change (adapt) the behaviour of the agents. It is possible that even the agents are not able to cope because they do not have the experience or domain knowledge. Hence, they relay the exceptions to their own respective Deus ex Machina, who is presumably an external expert player outside the current session or an organizational agent. It is not absolutely necessarily that the Deus ex Machina is a human agent. It can be a (exceptionally intelligent) software agent who can provide the necessary support, this agent being always owned by an individual human or an organization.
Before setting up AGE simulation sessions, some basic initial beliefs of the agents are set as an incomplete result of preliminary analysis. Still not present in the system are the patterns of behaviour that will emerge, the complete hierarchy of roles and the nature of interactions that will be identified later. During this first session, the Dei ex Machinae (at different levels) will decide which behaviours have to be carried out by themselves and which will be delegated to other agents.
Experimenters control the simulation and have the constant awareness of what is going on in the system. The experimenter's scope is broader and deeper than that of the agents. An agent, giving a notification of an exception of some sort always knows there is someone watching over it that can help in this situation. In its own ontology, it can be defined as Superior, Employer, Owner, Parent, etc. Experimenters are able to use the logged behaviour of the multiple Dei ex Machinae to enrich the behaviour of the agents, change interactions, in short, re-model a small part of the simulation during the AGE sessions.
Intervention may occur without an escape trigger. On their decision, the Dei ex Machinae can intervene when they realise that the process unfolds in a way that it is not desired by them.
Growth
The concept of Agency lets us define agents at various abstraction levels. From concept to deployment, the agentconcept is untouched, but the physical form changes drastically. One of the problems we address here is that the almost natural form of the agent at the conceptual level is completely different from the software program at the implementation level. At the conceptual level, we assume the agent to be able to grow (in knowledge e.g. beliefs) but at the same time we demand the agent to be part of a formal (rigid) system (e.g. software). One of the AGE framework's characteristics is to solve this.
Software programs running in a system are mere collections of algorithms and abide to the rules defined for Turing-machines. Due to these rules, the notion of growth poses a problem, because software programs cannot change their internal structure (add or change internal states) without violating the bounds of the system (if a virus-scanner is an agent, then the operating system would be its system). One expects that clever design and implementation of the agent will not circumvent these limitations, because agents remain Turingmachines. In that respect, our definition of the trigger to enter Escape-Mode is the same as the event where a Turing-machine enters a state, which has no transition rules. Yet, since our primary objective is to define an agent architecture which allows agents to grow (i.e. have the potential to enter an 'infinite' set of states), we have to find a way out of the system. An agent with the Escape-Mode mechanism has a default transition available to it from every possible state, always and anytime. This transition allows the halting Turing-machine to change to a state which is defined outside its own system, but does exist in the encapsulating system (Ekdahl 2000) . It is still possible to describe the finite set of states from the perspective of the agent, by assuming that any state not in the agent's own system exists in the complementing systems. With that, we defined the Escape-Mode-state and -transition.
Any agent going into the Escape transition after detection of a would-be Turing-machine halt, is either entering a state which is defined in the encapsulating system or causes the agent's Deus Ex Machina (in that system) to also trigger its Escape-Mode. This pattern will repeat itself until there are no encapsulating systems left and ultimately the 'top' Deus Ex Machina is reached: the human responsible for the entire agent system (in most cases the experimenter). The human-too complex to be reduced to a Turing-machine (for the time being)-presumably has an (almost) infinite set of states and will intervene through its Deus Ex Machina-interface and put the agent(s) in a new state which can be created on the fly.
Alignment
Agents are primarily concerned with the interaction with other agents playing roles, by performing their behaviours. In the event of a halting state, the cause is most of the time a conflict between the agents' behaviours. A behaviour that does not exactly match the opposite behaviour(s) (or lack of any behaviour to begin with) brings the agent to a state where the next action is not defined and Intervention is needed. In most cases, this will encompass the alignment of the agent's behaviour with the other behaviours in the interaction by changing the agent's behaviour model.
It is assumed that humans have (at least access to) knowledge about the entire interaction, since they exist in a system encapsulating (at least) the participating agent(s 0 ) system(s). The actions of a human aligning the behaviour of agents in an interaction can be captured and logged as an alignment policy which can be used whenever a similar problem emerges (with the same pattern of interaction, roles and behaviours). The logged alignment policies can be considered as patches applied by the agent themselves on occasion by exception. However, the agent is also capable of changing its own behaviours by applying the policy, and enriching itself with a new behaviour. This is where the AGE framework displays its most important feature: growth.
The graphical language TALL, in which we can represent behaviour, allows for easy dynamic behaviour editing and ensures soundness with respect to the rules defining Petri-nets (which in turn ensures no transitions into Turing's halting states). The editing tools in AGE support the user in charge of the agent to define alignment policies which can be used by the agent or exchanged between agents if necessary (inter-agent-growth / alignment). The formalisms behind the alignment are presented by Meyer in his work (Meyer and Szirbik 2007a, b) .
Discussion
In organisations the pattern of error detection, correction from hierarchically superior participants, and local learning by agents, are the most basic ways to adjust to various forms of change. Change can appear as an infusion of new ideas, appearance/disappearance of new agents in the organisation, pressure from the environment to change, etc. This pattern of adapting to change is typical of interactional processes, and it is natural to use tools and methods inspired from process management. Albeit human agents are not representing mentally their interaction beliefs as graphs (maybe with the exception of those humans who are working intensively with workflow systems that are based on graphical languages), they are very good in understanding a process description that is depicted by a flowchart, Petri-net, or something alike. If a process is to be supported by software agents in a one-human-to-one-software-agent fashion, the interaction behaviours of these agents are presented to their owners in graphical form, and the owners could intervene when necessary by changing these depictions on the fly. That means that the software agents change their behaviour according to the new understandings of their owners, who respond to escapes triggered by built-in mechanisms of the software agents. They may also intervene when they observe that the behaviour of their agents is not aligned with the behaviour of other agents.
When developing support software in the form of a MAS, most of the current approaches tend to model the behaviour of the agents in its entirety (as perceived from the system requirements), before the system has any role in support. Of course, requirements are usually implemented iteratively, and after each iteration, testing (which can be realized via scenario testing) is performed. However, the system will exhibit support characteristics only when most of the systems requirements have been implemented. The TAL approach is rather different. Starting with a model that has ''empty'' agents, the process is carried out via escape and interventions of the players and experimenters that participate in the interactive simulation game. These players are ''piloting'' the simulated agents, guiding them in all the necessary social interactions. All activities and information passing is logged, this providing the basis for building the base of the local interaction beliefs (behavioural descriptions). As the simulation game progresses in complexity, trying more scenarios and looking for exceptions, the agents grow their behavioural base and the process is emerging as an internal capability of the simulated agents, and becomes less ''piloted'' by the external players.
In an ideal situation, the players can be completely satisfied with the ways the process is carried out, and the simulated agents become the software agents of the MAS used for support in the real organization. If the simulation and growth supposedly covered all the potential scenarios (which is of course impossible), in theory, the MAS can run the process by itself, without human intervention. In reality, such a situation is naturally impossible, and humans are needed to intervene in unforeseen circumstances and help escaping software agents. That leads to the necessity to leave the MAS with the same capabilities for escape and intervention as in the simulated environment provided by AGE. Actually, the infrastructure we intend to use for the MAS, after the system is deployed is just a variant of the one used during simulation and growth.
By enriching incrementally the behaviour of the agents, it could be said that agents ''grow''. The escape/intervention rate decreases and the game/simulation does not have to be controlled from ''outside'' by the human players and experimenters (the Dei ex Machinae).
The final and most important argument to include an escape/intervention mechanism in any MAS is ethical. Software agents and business support software are developed with morality principles in mind (agents should not cheat, lie, or steal (Hawkins 2004) , and also the laws of Asimov, in a more general moral sense). However, design requirements based on an ethical system developed for a specific business does not automatically lead to a system that enforces 100% the ethical system (it may inhibit negative behaviours and enable positive behaviour, (Gill 2007 ). An incremental development system where the potential users are permanently in the loop and can see what the systems does and how the agents are interacting, allows non-ethical behaviour to be detected and corrected early. Moreover, if the system is deployed and still has the escape intervention mechanism activated, it is very easy for the users to intervene when software (and also human) agents are violating the ethical systems that is enacted. This means that the users still need access to a visualisation of interactions, in order to be able to ''see'' the process unfolding.
Conclusions
The interaction and escape are patterns that are inspired from real-life social interactions, commonly encountered in organizations and social settings where the actors interact for a meaningful purpose (societal or business-like goal). In these settings, escape and intervention happen more often when the actors have limited experience and knowledge about how the objectives are achieved via a common collaborative effort of all the actors. Human actors who are not sure what to do in a certain situation are asking either other actors with whom they interact for help, but more natural is to ask a hierarchically superior actor, who supposedly ''knows better'', and can take responsibility. In a symmetric way, hierarchically superior agents intervene when they detect that the activity of subordinate agents is not up to their expectations, or when they detect that the subordinates are just making blatant and visible mistakes. They will try to correct the behaviour of the subordinate agents according to their experience and views. Of course, the intervention-derived change can go in the other way, sometimes the superior agent realizes that the subordinate is exhibiting the correct behaviour and he, the superior agent, has to adapt its own views.
One of the immediate future steps for this research is to deploy the framework in a real environment. A pilot (Pelletier et al. 2005 ) was prepared with a major gas transporting company, where an AGE-derived MAS will support the complex short term contracting process with shippers and brokers. Another direction for research, where results have been already published (Roest and Szirbik 2006) is to reduce the escape/intervention rate. Currently, this is slowing down growth and necessitates very long game/simulation sessions and players' time. Some simple automatic alignment algorithms have been implemented and it was investigated how to formalize alignment policies and how to select them. A very interesting avenue for research is to enable software agents themselves to help escaping agents and intervene when necessary. This is in line with the desire to have the graceful degradation characteristic. From the ethical perspective, it would be very interesting to investigate how agents can be triggered to escape by detecting un-ethical behaviour.
Always, any ontologically based development (as is the agent conceptual architecture, description languages, development philosophy) should be inspired and motivated by a social context. As connectionism was inspired by the brain, evolutionary computing by genetics, e-commerce applications on trust models, agent-oriented technologies should be driven by observed patterns from collaborative behaviours and social interactions. Other researchers have been pointing this out for a time, but it is surprising how few patterns of this kind have been added to the agent methods in the last decade. We hope that this natural social pattern of escape/intervention will prove its merits in agent-oriented developments.
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